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Abstract

This paper presents a design for the implementation of
the AES encryption algorithm in the hardware system.
The proposed device is intended to be a device under
test in a differential power analysis (DPA) attack. This
device uses AES encryption with 128bit key length and
electronic codebook (ECB) mode. The platform used in
this device is FPGA- Cyclone IV EP4CE115F29C7. AE-
SAVS is used to test the functionality of the device. This
study proposes a design for an AES-128 encryption device
synthesized in the Quartus IDE. It will feature support
conducting side-channel attacks on real condition.
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1 Introduction

Information is a strategic resource that needs to be pro-
tected to ensure its safety and security [12]. One method
of providing information security is encryption, which is
done using a cryptographic algorithm [10, 27]. The de-
cryption of the encrypted information is then done using
the key, which is available only to the intended audience
of the information. Without the key, decrypting well-
encrypted information would be impossible. Any cryp-
tographic algorithm relies on the secrecy of its key [20].
If the secret key is known to parties other than the in-
tended recipient, then the security provided by the cryp-
tographic algorithm would be compromised [6]. Without
the key, decrypting well-encrypted information would be
impossible.

An attack on an encryption algorithm is an attempt
to decrypt encrypted information without the key. At-
tacks also search for and exploit the weaknesses of the
encryption algorithm. Over the past few decades, there
have been numerous studies on cryptography and encryp-
tion algorithm attacks. These studies resulted in the
development of algorithms that provide high data secu-
rity and authenticity such as RSA, ECC, AES, TDES

and DSA [22]. Although the security of cryptographic
algorithms on the mathematical level has already been
achieved, maintaining the security of cryptographic algo-
rithms in their physical implementation remains a major
challenge.

Attacks on cryptographic algorithms initially ex-
ploited only the mathematical design weaknesses of al-
gorithms [1]. It was assumed that if a cryptographic al-
gorithm was mathematically secure, then its implemen-
tation was also secure. This paradigm changed when
Kocher published papers on timing attack [18], and power
analysis attack [19]. These papers revealed that an elec-
tronic device that implements a mathematically secure
cryptographic algorithm can still divulge certain informa-
tion. This leakage of information, referred to as a side-
channel, can be used to find the encryption key. Modern
cryptographic algorithms cannot be significantly attacked
by using brute force methods and finding mathematical
weaknesses in the algorithm [21]. As such, side-channel
information such as timing information, power consump-
tion, electromagnetic leaks or even sound/acoustic leaks
are additional sources of information that can be used
to decrypt the encrypted information. Some cryptanaly-
sis attack techniques require technical knowledge of the
internal operation of the cryptographic system that is
implemented [2, 13, 16, 29, 30]. But DPA and statisti-
cal methods are amongst the most powerful techniques
in solving complex cryptographic algorithms [11]. In ad-
dition to reviewing the aspects of the attack, researchers
have conducted various software and hardware counter-
measures against side-channel analysis (SCA). On the
software level, these measures include transformation and
masking of data [7]. On the hardware level, measures in-
clude desychronization and noise generation [25]. These
countermeasures generally require high performance and
have high costs; as such, they are currently still deemed
unsuitable for embedded systems [17, 26].

Currently, there is a pressing need for an electronic
communications system that is both fast and secure. One
of the fundamentals s in establishing fast and secure com-
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munication is the use of cryptographic algorithms in the
form of a device or devices. This paper presents the de-
sign of an AES encryption device as a device under test
(DUT) for differential power analysis attacks to be carried
out at a later stage. Prototype hardware was developed
to perform AES encryption on an FPGA platform with a
128-bit data width that is compatible with the processor
embedded systems. The implementation is optimized in
terms of the use of resources at an acceptable rate, so that
the target data security can be achieved with limited re-
sources. This study was developed during previous stud-
ies [23, 24]. and uses datasets provided in other studies.
The use of datasets presents some limitations, especially
in the development of countermeasures against attacks.
So, there is a need for future studies of this device as a
DUT to develop adaptive countermeasures.

2 Related Research

2.1 Comparison of AES Implementation

Implementation of an encryption algorithm in hardware
tends to be faster than in software [2]. Reconfigurable
hardware is a practical solution for implementing crypto-
graphic algorithms in embedded systems and high-speed
applications [3]. In using FPGAs as a computing plat-
form, there are two main goals which are often conflict-
ing: maximizing the efficiency of resources and maximiz-
ing processing speed. As such, the precise goal of the
particular implementation needs to be identified before
implementing the algorithm [4].

AES can be implemented with other encryption algo-
rithms. Its standardized algorithms enable its adoption to
other applications in general. AES is a symmetric cipher
block algorithm, a type of encryption algorithms with the
ability to encrypt data at high speeds without sacrificing
the level of security [5]. In addition, AES is more efficient
than public key algorithms for encrypting large amounts
of data [8, 9]. In the implementation of AES, the ab-
solute confidentiality of the encryption key needs to be
maintained to ensure the security of the encrypted infor-
mation. Implementations of AES must also have excel-
lent performance on different applications and platforms,
maintaining such qualities as: high speed, low latency
values, low area usage, and low power usage. As such,
software and hardware designs for AES are continually
being developed.

In this paper, FPGA is chosen as the platform for im-
plementing AES. This choice is based on the information
in Table 1 which shows a comparison between three AES
implementations: ASIC, FPGA, and software. FPGA has
advantages over software implementations based on its
capability in parallel processing, pipelining, velocity, and
resistance to tampering. Meanwhile, the design process
of AES in FPGA, while not as fast as software implemen-
tations, is significantly faster than the ASIC implementa-
tions.

Figure 1: AES encryption algorithm structure

In general, the implementation of an AES encryption
algorithm is divided into two major components: the ci-
pher module and the key generation module.

2.2 AES Algorithm

The cipher module performs data encryption or decryp-
tion. In an AES algorithm with a 128-bit key, the cipher
module does ten rounds of substitutions and permuta-
tions to encrypt the data input (plaintext). In the first
nine rounds of the encryption process, the cipher module
uses SubByte, ShiftRow, MixColumn, and AddRoundKey
operations. In the final (tenth) round, Mixcolumn is used
to complete the block encryption process. Figure 1 shows
the standard structure of the AES algorithm. The Fig-
ure also shows the iterative process in combining different
functions of each module with the cipher key expansion
module. The input data in AES is represented as a 4 x 4
byte array and is called the state.

AddRoundKey is the initial and final function and
is used to combine key information with the data un-
der operation. The input of this function is 16 bytes of
state, while 16 byte keys are obtained from the key ex-
pansion algorithm. The output value of this operation is
the XOR bit between round sub key derived from master
key. This function is essentially same for encryption and
decryption processes. The transformation is denoted by
AddRoundKey(State,RoundKey).

The SubByte transformation is a non-linear byte
substitution, operating on every byte of the state inde-
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Table 1: Comparison of AES implementation

ASIC FPGA Software Based
Parallel processing Yes Yes Limited

Pipelining Yes Yes Limited
Velocity Very fast Fast Moderate

Resistance to tamper Strong Strong Weak
Design process Long time Moderate Fast

Field reprogramability Moderate Yes Moderate
Lower Unit Cost Yes Moderate Yes

pendently. The substitution table (or S-box ) is invertible
Each input of byte is independently replaced by another
byte from lookup table called substitution box (S-box).
There are 16 parallel S-boxes, each consisting of 8 input
and 8 output values. The S-box operation is the only
non-linear transformation in the AES algorithm. The
transformation is denoted by SubByte(State). This
operation is reversible and is also used in the decryption
process. The S-box design is achieved by combining
two transformations. The first transformation is done
by taking the inverse multiplication in the finite field
GF (28) where all the zero bit inputs are mapped to
themselves. In the second part, the affine transformation
is done over GF (2).

M =



1 0 0 0 1 1 1
1 1 0 0 1 1 1
1 1 1 0 0 1 1
1 1 1 1 0 0 1
1 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 1 1 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1


, C =



1
1
0
0
0
1
1
0


ShiftRow function, the number of rows in the State are

cyclically shifted over different offsets. In this function,
the first line is not altered, but the second, third, and
fourth lines are rotated by one, two, three bytes, respec-
tively. The shifting the rows of the State over the specified
offsets is denoted by:ShiftRow(State). The MixColumn
perform transformation each coloumn of the state matrix
multiplied by a constant fixed matrix. The application
of MixColoumn operation on all columns of the State is
denoted by MixColumn(State). This function can be
written into a matrix multiplication as:

MC
′

0,c

MC
′

1,c

MC
′

2,c

MC
′

3,c

 =


02 03 01 01
01 02 03 01
01 01 02 03
03 01 01 02



MC0,c

MC1,c

MC2,c

MC3,c


2.3 Key Generation Module

The key generation module are derived from the Mas-
terKey by means of the key schedule. This consists of
two main components: the MasterKey Expansion and

the SubKey Selection. The key generation algorithm is
as follows:

1: KeyExpansion(byte key[4*Nk], word w[Nb*(Nr+1)],
Nk)

2: Begin
3: word temp
4: i=0
5: while i < Nk do
6: w[i] = word(key[4*i], key[4*i+1], key[4*i+2],

key[4*i+3])
7: i = i+1
8: end while
9: i=Nk

10: while (i < Nb * (Nr+1)) do
11: temp = w[i-1]
12: if (i mod Nk = 0) then
13: temp = SubWord(RotWord(temp)) Rcon[i/Nk]
14: else if (Nk > 6 and i mod Nk = 4) then
15: temp = SubWord(temp)
16: end ifw[i] = w[i-Nk] temp
17: i = i + 1
18: end while
19: End

The KeyGeneration is a linear array of 4-byte words
and is denoted by W [Nb ∗ (Nr + 1)]. The first Nk words
contain the MasterKey. All another words are defined
recursively in terms of words with smaller indices. The
key expansion function depends on the value of Nk. This
function consists of three sub-modules: SubWord, Rot-
Word, and RCon. SubWord is is a function that returns
a 4-byte word in which each byte is the result of applying
the AES S-box to the byte at the corresponding position
in the input word. RotWord takes a cyclic permutation
of those in its input such that the input word(a, b, c, d)
produces the output word(b, c, d, a). The ratio between
key length and block size in terms of words for different
types of AES is shown in Table 2.

2.4 Device Optimization

Requirements of throughput, power and design need to
be met by AES algorithm designers. As such, AES de-
vices need to be optimized in order to meet these require-
ments. Most approaches to AES design optimization can
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Table 2: Comparison of key length, block size, and AES round

AES Type Key Length Block Size Round
AES 128 4 4 10
AES-192 6 4 12
AES-256 8 4 14

Figure 2: Design of AES device methodology

be generally divided into two: algorithm optimizations
and architecture optimizations.

Algorithm optimizations use the fact that AES is based
on finite fields operations. Thus, the choice that rep-
resents the finite field and composite fields is the use
of isomorphisms in developing efficient and compact de-
sign [17]. Furthermore, an AES round has properties
which allow the encryption and decryption processes to
be done using the same method. Platforms such as the
FPGA provide enables efficient implementation of some
of the AES round transformations.

Meanwhile, standard architectural optimization tech-
niques such as pipelining can also be applied to improve
the hardware design throughput of AES [11]. The sep-
aration of data and key generation scheduling is helpful
in improving the efficiency of an AES design [13]. This
optimization technique can support all three versions of
AES, namely 128.192, and 256 bits [14].

3 Methodology

This paper presents the stages involved in designing an
AES encryption device. The proposed method is shown
in Figure 2.

The initial stage is reviewing the aims and limitations
for designing the AES cryptographic device. The aim

of this research is to create an AES device implemented
on an FPGA platform which will be a simulated DUT
device in a DPA (differential power analysis) test. The
restriction on this device is AES with 128-bit key length
and an input value message with 128-bit length.

The next design stage is categorizing the identified
aims and limitations into hardware and software. The
initial approach is to generate a Verilog pseudocode and
RTL schematic of the desired circuit in simulation soft-
ware such as ModelSim. The resulting scheme can be ver-
ified using simulation software that shows the input and
output waveforms of the circuit. The output is the Ver-
ilog code and a RTL schematic design for an AES cryp-
tographic algorithm to be verified on FPGA hardware.
After the aims and limitations have been verified on both
hardware and software, the next step is implementation
and functionality testing.

The implementation and testing process begins with
designing and conducting an AES cryptographic algo-
rithm testbench using FPGA software in Verilog. The
testbench process checks whether the device gives the cor-
rect output, given a standard input. After passing the
testbench, the design is ready to be implemented on an
FPGA platform. The end point of the FPGA prototype is
that when a Verilog model is decoded into ”gates and ca-
bles” are mapped onto a programmable logic device such
as an FPGA. Tests were conducted to determine the suc-
cess rate of the system that was developed. Three stages
of testing were conducted:

• Functional testing of each system block.

• System-wide functional testing.

• Hardware performance measurement.

The functional testing of the encryption device was
done using the Advanced Encryption Standard Algorithm
Validation Suite (AESAVS). AESAVS is designed to test
compliance with the NIST FIPS197 standard. This test-
ing standard provides a security measure for an AES prod-
uct. Test validation was performed to assist in detecting
any errors of unintended implementation [14]. So this
validation technique should not be interpreted as an eval-
uation or overall product security support. The AESAVS
testing method has the following philosophy design:

1) AESAVS is designed to allow testing of implementa-
tion under test (IUT). AESAVS and IUT exchange
data via request and response file.
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Figure 3: Example of output requirements and monte
carlo test input

2) Testing is done in AESAVS using statistical sam-
pling.

Devices are required to pass AESAVS to claim compli-
ance to the FIPS 197 standard on AES and FIPS 140-2
standard on the security requirements for cryptographic
modules.

AESAVS uses two approaches; namely, the known an-
swer test (KAT) and Monte Carlo test (MCT). KAT tests
KeySbox, Variable Key and Variable Text. MCT tests the
cipher with as many as 100 pseudorandom texts. These
texts are generated using an algorithm related to the
mode of operation under test. An example of the three
initial outputs of MCT from AES128 is shown in Figure 3.

4 AES Implementation

This study uses Verilog language as the hardware descrip-
tion language because of its flexibility; Verilog codes can
be easily implemented in other devices without design
changes. The hardware used for this research is Altera
DE2 board. This board tool is used for writing, debug-
ging, optimizing, performing simulations, and checking
performance results using the simulation tools available
on the Quartus IDE design software.

The results of this study are based on simulations of
Altera DE2 and Quartus tools, using analysis and syn-
thesis, RTL viewer, and state machine viewer. A design
iteration method is implemented to minimize hardware
utilization and adaptation performed on Altera Quartus.

Figure 4 shows a block diagram of the hardware im-
plementation. In the block diagram is also mentioned
the encryption and decryption module and key genera-
tion module.

The system clock represented by clk sets the crypto-
processor frequency. The clock frequency dictates the op-
erating speed of the system. In this design, the clock
has two main purposes: system controller and bus or line
controller. The reset function rst enables a return of the
system to the initial condition. This function is active
in low or 0 condition. At the key generation module ini-

tialization, the start signal states the time at which the
clock starts. The decrypt function, one of the main func-
tions of this system, transforms ciphertext into plaintext.
This function can be changed into encryption mode (on
which the function transforms plaintext into ciphertext)
by changing the input value of En (encryption mode when
En = 1, decryption mode when En =0). Additional in-
put values are the 128-bit key and din which are the key
and text input, respectively. These input values produce
128-bit dout, the same size as the input.

The key generation process is shown in Figure 6. This
process generates the round keys from the master key;
these round keys are only in the encryption rounds. The
clk function is the input in key generation; the gener-
ated keys are stored in the internal ROM and read by
encryption and decryption block for each round. The en-
cryption/decryption module accepts a 128-bit plaintext or
ciphertext input when the decrypt is off (En = 0). The
key generation process accepts 128-bit key input, divided
into 4 sections (ki0, ki1, ki2, ki3) of 32bit. In this design,
more than one register is used in each round, producing
ten clocks efficient for key generation.

The system design architecture is shown in Figure 7.
There are at least three connected components: AES
crypto-processor, personal computer, and digital sam-
pling oscilloscope (DSO). The crypto-processor is the
DUT from which side channel information would be har-
vested by the DSO, creating a traces curve. The PC col-
lects the traces and performs statistical analyses to find
the key by modeling the traces curve using key guesses.
The DUT and the oscilloscope communicate using USB
and RS232.

The results shown in Table 1 illustrate the condition of
the implementation of the AES encryption algorithm on
the Cyclone IV E FPGA device. Generally, the required
element of this device is 8% of the total device. This shows
that this system and platform can be applied to other
solution problems. The small memory usage of < 1%
and the required registers indicates that the AES device
design meets excellent performance standards on various
application forms and platforms, as well as high speed
and low latency values.

The use of a small amount of area and a compact design
is shown in Figure 8. This shows a slice of the usage
of the FPGA EP4CE115F29C7 processor. For a small
to medium sized processor, the slice usage is extremely
small at 8%. This shows a potential for implementing
KGS (knowledge growing system) as countermeasures for
DPA/SCA.

5 DUT Testing

The AES encryption tool is built in the ECB operation
mode and uses Verilog as a programming language. De-
scription and verification was done using a ModelSim
simulator - Intel FPGA Starter 10.5b edition. Quartus
software performs logic synthesis, mapping, placing, and
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Figure 4: Finite-state of AES device

Table 3: Result comparison testing

Testing Component Iteration Length Encrypt/Decrypt Pass Time
AESAVS VarKey test data for ECB AES128 128 Yes 92505 ps

AESAVS KeySbox test data for ECB 21 Yes 15465 ps
AESAVS VarTxt test data for ECB 128 Yes 92505 ps

AESAVS MCT test data for ECB 128 Yes 28044345 ps

Figure 5: Block diagram of resulting AES device

routing; Verilog pseudocodes are used for the input of
this process. All built-in circuits are contained in a sin-
gle FPGA device, with Quartus software determining the
optimal location for a compact design. Table 4 shows the
results of AESAVS testing compare with another AES
design.

AESAVS test results through the KAT test (known
answer test) and the MCT (Monte Carlo test) have shown
results that meet the NIST FIPS197 standard and does
not detect implementation errors. This validation tool has
been evaluated and complies with NIST’s AES FIPS197
standard.

Table 4 provides a comparison between several com-
monly used AES standards: Sasebo [14], SakuraX [15],
and the design proposed in this paper. It shows that the
proposed communication interface standard has a higher
flexibility than other devices. This flexibility gives more
opportunities for researchers to develop countermeasures
to attacks. The proposed device has a size of 90nm in de-

Figure 6: Key generation process

sign technology, which is still larger than Sakura-X whose
value is 28 nm. However, this value affects neither per-
formance nor speed. It only affects the area/wafer of the
device.

This study also performs synthetic analysis on three de-
vices: AESFPGA, asic.ws, and our proposed design. Our
proposed design has advantages over the other designs in
total register, pins, and memory bits. Our proposed DUT
has 277 registers, which is smaller than that of the other
devices. Our proposed device uses 389 input and output
pins, which is better than the AESFPGA design stan-
dard. The most important factor affecting the speed and
performance of the proposed DUT is the usage of memory
bits as cache. This results in a much faster speed than
the other two designs.

Besides testing with KAT, we also do trace sampling
analysis with SPA (simple power analysis). The purpose
of this test is as a first step DPA attack techniques. Fig-
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Table 4: Comparison our proposed with FPGAs as device under test (DUT)

Board Control FPGA Tech Host Data Communication Status
SASEBO [14, 15, 28] Virtex-2 Pro 130 nm RS232 Discontinued
SASEBO-G [14, 15, 28] Virtex-2 Pro 130 nm RS232,FT245RL(USB) -
SASEBO-GII [14, 15, 28] Spartan-3A 65 nm FT245RL Discontinued
SASEBO-B [14, 15, 28] Stratix-2 90 nm RS232,FT245RL(USB) -
Saxura-X [14, 15] Spartan-6 28 nm USB -
Our Proposed Altera Cyclone II 90 nm RS232,FT245RL(USB),JTAG Mode -

Table 5: Synthesis result of AES device

Component Our Proposed AESFPGA1 [14] ASIC.WS
Revision Name AES_CORE SASEBO ASIC

Top-level Entity Name AES_CORE SASEBO AES ASIC
Total logic elements 9,153 / 114,480 ( 8% ) 9,023 4,940

Total registers 277 396 530
Total pins 389 / 529 ( 74% ) 392 /529 388

Total virtual pins 0 0 0
Total memory bits 2,048 / 3,981,312 ( 1% ) 0 0

Embedded Multiplier 9-bit elements 0 / 532 ( 0% ) 0 0
Total PLLs 0 / 4 ( 0%) 0 0

Figure 7: Architecture of proposed DUT

ure 9 shows approximately 1 ms of a trace collected from a
DUT performing an AES-128 encryption operation. The
power consumption was sampled at 100 MHz. The trace
were captured by placing a resistor in series with the de-
vices ground line in accordance with architecture DUT
Figure 7, then using an oscilloscope to measure the volt-
age at the ground input. The trace from a DUT shows
the ten rounds clearly visible, and ready for DPA attacks.

6 Concluding Remarks

This paper presents a design for implementation of 128-
bit AES FPGA. This encryption tool supports encryption
and decryption processes that meet the NES AES FIPS

Figure 8: Use of AES slice area generated

197 standard and the advanced encryption standard al-
gorithm validation suite (AESAVS) testing. In future re-
search, the AES encryption device will need to be tested
against simple power analysis and differential power anal-
ysis. Currently, this DUT is still under development. It
is hoped that this design would help hardware researchers
in studying cryptographic attacks and countermeasures.
The usage of open source and reconfigurable hardware
(FPGA) allows for easy application to wider research ar-
eas, such as higher order DPA and correlation power anal-
ysis. Future development of this device is planned so that
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Figure 9: Power traces from a DUT performing an AES128

it could be configured to different encryption algorithms,
such as RSA, ECC, DES, and BC3. Our proposed DUT
also has applications in various platforms, such as smart-
cards, microcontrollers, and ASIC, with high throughput
and latency.
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